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Know Your Purpose

The purpose of a cover letter is to persuade the hiring manager that you are the ideal candidate for
the position. It is usually read before the resume and serves as an advertisement for your
knowledge, experience, training, skills and traits; it highlights and expands on the most relevant
parts of your resume. It also provides insight into the way you think and organize your thoughts.
Upon reading it, the hiring manager should get a sense of how you think, but also who you are, what
you do, how you do it and why you do it.

Never stray from your purpose. Every sentence should provide support for the idea that you are the
perfect candidate who will meet or exceed expectations. Prepare do to a lot of revisions during
editing so that your writing clearly and concisely conveys this idea.

You also need to figure out what makes you the ideal candidate for this position. There's some
reflection involved in this process, but it's fun! There are few situations in which it's socially
acceptable to brag about yourself, so go all out and bring on the self-love! Write down everything
you can think of that makes you a valuable employee.

You already know what the hiring manager's explicit expectations are from the advertisement, but
you need to figure out the implicit and associated expectations by doing focused brainstorming
on your potential employer's vision of "the ideal candidate". Then you can compare your stand-out
qualities to those of the ideal employee. With the similarities you've determined as a foundation for
your writing, you can then begin your brainstorm or outline for your cover letter.



Know Your Audience

Your target audience is the hiring manager, or perhaps a
hiring panel. In any kind of writing, it's crucial that you
have a clear vision of your target audience. It would be a
mistake to simply write for a general audience.

People belong to many different groups, and each
individual's identity is comprised of many different
social identities. Each social identity may empower or
disempower a person when compared to the dominant
identities that give people social power. It would be a
good idea to consider the factors that make up your
identity - and theirs.

Obviously, you won't be able to fill in too many blanks,
but you can certainly make a few inferences about your
employer from the advertisement and from browsing the
company's website and social media content.

Keep these things in mind as you craft your cover letter.
The better you know your audience, the more specific
and persuasive your writing will be. Your vision, values,
beliefs, etc. should align with your employer's.



Adopt the Appropriate Tone

In determining the appropriate tone to use in your writing, you
must know your target audience's expectations, values and beliefs.
It's important to research the company's culture, which you can
find on the company's website, before you decide whether you will
adopt a informal, formal, or even academic tone. You can tell right
away from the wording in the job posting, and also by browsing
the organization's website. The jargon particular to each industry
will be telling as well.

Is the company steeped in tradition? Is the dress code business
casual? Is the tone of the website more serious than relaxed? Put
your blazer on and stick to a formal tone. Use more multi-syllabic
words. Most of the time, your tone is formal.

There are some situations in which an informal tone may be
accepted, possibly even expected. Is the company some kind of
innovative technology start-up or creative ad agency? Do co-
workers shoot Nerf guns at each other or play video games during
breaks to relieve stress or nurture creativity? Are "Casual Fridays"
non-existent because every day is a casual day? You might want
to overhaul your cover letter and inject it with a creative, casual
tone. 



Know Yourself

As a writer, you want to communicate with your audience in a powerful
and authentic voice. That's how you will stand out amongst the stack of
applications sitting on your hiring manager's desk.

If you want to be moved to the top of the pile,  it's important to be self-
aware, to know yourself on a deeper level. Do you know what your
strengths and weaknesses are in personality traits, experience and
skills? Have you noticed the dominant patterns and themes that have
shown up? 

If you don't have clarity about your best qualities and how you
demonstrate them, your cover letter might sound vague and insincere.

By laser-focusing with clarity and confidence on your unique
combination of strengths, you will shine brighter than the rest and make
a lasting impression on your potential employer.



What Makes You shine?
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traitsSelf-awareness is the first step
to creating a compelling cover
letter. Write down your
background, personality traits,
knowledge, experiences, skills,
values, beliefs and interests.
Make connections as much as
possible between categories.
It's the combination of all these
qualities that make you a
uniquely amazing person! 
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You will notice 1-2 overarching
themes, which you can include in
your personal statement - a one
sentence summary of who you are,
what you do, and how you do it!
This statement may inspire the
planning of your resume, cover
letter, or interview.
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Who is your potential employer's
ideal candidate?

Now it's time to get inside your
potential employer's head.

What background, personality
traits, knowledge, experiences,

skills, experiences, values, beliefs
and interests does the ideal

candidate have?

The Ideal Candidate



Once you finish brainstorming,
start looking for similarities and
differences between your set of
qualities and the ideal
employee's by completing a
Venn diagram. How well do you
fit your potential employer's
image of the perfect candidate?

If you have lots of material in the
similarities section, you're ready
to begin a brainstorm or outline
for the first draft of your cover
letter.

You versus The Ideal Candidate

You Ideal candidate

similarities

differences



Cover Letter Outline

Why are you the ideal candidate for this position? How will you meet or exceed their
expectations? Use your earlier notes and your personal statement as inspiration.
Be specific.
Thesis statement: __________________________________________________

Expand on your thesis in the body paragraphs. Always provide support (1-3 examples) for
your statements.
Point 1: _________________________________________________________
Example: ________________________________________________________
Explanation: _____________________________________________________

Point 2: _________________________________________________________
Example: ________________________________________________________
Explanation: _____________________________________________________
etc.

Again, why should they hire you? How will you benefit them? Restate your thesis a
different way.
Strong end: ______________________________________________________



Introduction (2-3 sentences)

Body (2-3 paragraphs)

Conclusion (2-3 sentences)

Provide a greeting. Mention your application to
ABC position at XYZ company and how you
found out about it. State the reasons why you
are the ideal candidate for the position.

State why they should hire you again. Focus on
how you will benefit them.. Thank them for
considering your application. Give your contact
information.

Elaborate on the reasons you provided in the
intro and provide examples to support

Elements of a Cover Letter

Cover letters are essentially
essays that follow the
organization of a "hamburger".
The "buns" represent the
introduction and conclusion,
where you'll be mentioning your
thesis statement. The "meat"
represents the specific points
and examples you will provide to
support your thesis statement.

Come up with an outline of your
cover letter, and then you can
write your first draft. 



Elements of a Cover Letter

Do all sentences connect to your purpose?

Did you adopt an appropriate tone?

Did you consider word choice? Check the definitions of words you're not sure about. If it
reads as confusing, or the phrasing is awkward, edit for clarity and simplicity.

Are your reasons highly persuasive? Remember, you want to beat out everyone else as
the ideal candidate for the position. 

Are your points organized in a logical order? Readers remember beginnings and endings
best, so order your points accordingly.

Provide support for any statements that you make. Remember to use a variety
of transitional words and phrases to ensure that your writing flows smoothly

End strongly. Leave the reader with a final thought that lingers! Consider aligning your
purpose with the company's mission statement here.



Happy Writing!

E-mail me if you have any questions. If you'd like
assistance in writing your cover letter, I offer 1-on-1

online sessions over Skype and Google Docs.

learnwithhelen11@gmail.com
learnwithhelen.com 


